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WHEN WAS THE MEASURE FIRST STARTED?
The project was launched in 2016.

WHAT WERE THE CONDITIONS AND STEPS TAKEN THAT HAVE CONTRIBUTED MOST TO THE SUCCESS
OF THE MEASURE?
Support of pilot schools and implementation of:
•

E-EVALINTO Framework: design of the theoretical and methodological framework for
implementing peer mentoring actions and for evaluating the situation of a school with
regard to interculturality, identifying migrant students potentially at risk, peers to act as
mentors and teachers' intercultural skills.

•

E-EVALINTO Environment: development of an educational portal, which offers to schools
and teachers a complete set of tools and activities to manage and evaluate the
implementation of the intercultural mentoring programme with their students.

•

E-EVALINTO Training Programme Design: a collection of digital contents to equip teachers
and school staff with tools ready to be used for the implementation of peer mentoring
actions with migrant or disadvantaged students at risk of early school leaving both in face
to face and online modality.

WHICH STAKEHOLDERS WERE INVOLVED IN IDENTIFYING NEEDS AND IN THE PLANNING AND DESIGN
OF THE MEASURE?
The project was funded by Erasmus+ and piloted with partner schools across Europe.

WHO

WAS INVOLVED IN IMPLEMENTING THE MEASURE?

WHO

HAS KEY RESPONSIBILITY FOR

IMPLEMENTATION?
The E-EVALINTO partnership consisted of six organisations including four Higher Education
Institutions, an NGO and a Research, Development and Education Centre: University of
Salamanca (ES); University of Cádiz (ES); Społeczna Akademia Nauk (PL); Dublin City University
(IE); Oxfam Italia (IT) y Cardet (CY).
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HOW ARE THE DIFFERENT PEOPLE INVOLVED IN IMPLEMENTATION BEING SUPPORTED (E.G. DO THEY
RECEIVE SPECIFIC TRAINING?)
Yes, partners were trained during a specific internal workshop in the use of the ICT evaluation
tools organised by the IO2 leader UCA and a second face to face session was held in Dublin
during the 3rd transnational project meeting. In this way, the partner teams received the
training they needed to be trainers of the teachers during the implementation of the teacher
training in the local contexts.

IS THERE A MONITORING/EVALUATION SYSTEM IN PLACE? WHAT IS MONITORED?
No, the results and tools of the project are now available as an open resource.

ARE FURTHER EVALUATION PLANNED AND WHEN WILL THE RESULTS BE AVAILABLE?
No, the results and tools are available now as an open resource on the project website.

WHAT HAS BEEN THE IMPACT OF THE MEASURE?
The E-EVALINTO project strengthened the profile of teaching professions by introducing in
classroom innovative intercultural strategies, that allowed teachers to access or create by
themselves tools and materials for their daily teaching practices and the climate of inclusion
and confidence among students at school, by enhancing the development of inter-relational
competences and reducing also the stereotypes concerning languages and cultural diversity.

WHAT RESOURCES ARE INVOLVED (MATERIAL, SPACE, AMOUNT OF FUNDING)?
EU Grant: 121,994 EUR, website with resources, educational portal, framework for peer
mentoring, teacher training programme.

IS THE MEASURE STILL RUNNING? IF NOT, WHY NOT?
At the moment the educational portal offers the possibility both to access helpful resources
for teachers through the E-EVALINTO repository and to use digital resources and evaluation
tools by creating an user profile in the E-EVALINTO Virtual Campus.
CONTACT: https://evalinto.eu/contact/
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